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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses how students of two graduate courses (Language and Visual Arts) in a Brazilian public
university use narratological elements to read unconventional images. In order to do that, the study interviewed 40
students from different reading traditions (verbal and visual) and showed them non-conventional images that can
emphasize how reading traditions impact in reading practices and production of meaning. To track this, we offered six
representative photographs of Luiz Braga’s experimental process (Herkenhof, 2005) to students (deprived of
contextualized information) and asked them about what they saw and how did read. The results show that students
elaborate narratological elements or project values as stereotypes and prejudices when they have faceddinformation
gaps led by the absence of contextual information about time, space and technique employed by Braga.
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RESUMEN: Este artículo analiza cómo los estudiantes de 2 cursos de posgrado (Lenguaje y Artes Visuales) en una
universidad pública brasileña utilizan narrativas y estereotipos para leer imágenes no convencionales. Para hacer eso,
el estudio entrevistó a 40 estudiantes de diferentes tradiciones de lectura (verbales y visuales) y les mostró imágenes
no convencionales que pueden enfatizar cómo estas tradiciones de lectura impactan en las prácticas de lectura y en la
creación de significado. Seis imágenes representativas del proceso experimental de Luiz Braga (HERKENHOF, 2005)
fueran expuestas a los estudiantes sin ningún tipo de información contextualizada y se les preguntó sobre qué y cómo
leían esas imágenes. Los resultados muestran que los estudiantes usan narrativas y estereotipos para llenar el vacío
liderado por la ausencia de información contextual sobre el tiempo, el espacio y la técnica empleada por Braga.
Palabras clave: Lectura de imágenes, Luiz Braga, Fotografía.

Introduction
This paper was born after a research carried out as a graduation final project about how students
with different traditions (visual and verbal) read non-conventional images. In this first research, I tried to
understand how different traditions imply different reading strategies, specially grouping and elements
selections. In this paper, I will discuss another result: the process of assignation of stereotypes to the
Northeast region of Brazil. The main goal is to analyze the uses of narrative elements during image reading
and the consequences for meaning production. From this objective, I will describe element selection, analyze
the relations between them and the image content and try to establish reasons why and how students
brought stereotypes to build meanings.
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The start point in this study is to know the images taken here and comprehend how them would be
understood, which sensations and feelings might bring up. The image selection followed my personal interest
in photography and my curiosity and astonishment when saw Luiz Braga’s photos for the first time at MASP
(Museu de Arte de Sao Paulo). Luiz Braga was born, lives and produces his photos in Belém – PA, at the
Brazilian North. His work proposes a new identity for the Northeast because it depicts the riverside
population and urban areas instead of forest images or anthropological portraits offered by propaganda and
ethnocentric studies. Besides the themes chosen by him, he subverts photography techniques by shooting
during the night and using artificial urban lights (specially mercury light bulbs) with analogical film calibrated
to solar exposition (daylight film) or using night vision war equipment to shoot vegetation landscapes during
the day or dawn. Because of these innovative techniques of shooting and identity themes, some art critics
called it an “experimental method”, marked by the presence of green (symbol of the forest and the North)
artificially produced in images that built a poetry about the relation between reality/fiction and
artificiality/nature.
The images below are representative of Braga’s works and techniques. The colorful ones belong to
the 70’s and 80’s production, when Braga used analogical cameras and chose then to portray riverside
inhabitants and urban areas, and the monochromatic ones were produced in the 00’s when Braga started
shooting in the forest with a night-vision equipment. In addition, below are the names used in the reading
activity:

IMAGE 1 - LUIZ BRAGA. Menina em verde, 2003.
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IMAGE 2 - LUIZ BRAGA, Árvore em Mosqueiro, 19911.

IMAGE 3 - LUIZ BRAGA. Babá Patchouli, 1989 2.

LUIZ BRAGA, Árvore em Mosqueiro, 1991. Cromo 35 mm, digitalized and pressed in Fuxiflex paper.
Artist’s collection.
2
LUIZ BRAGA. Babá Patchouli, 1989. Cibachrome print. 40 x 60 cm. Artist’s collection.
1
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IMAGE 4 - LUIZ BRAGA. Fé em Deus 3.

IMAGE 5 - LUIZ BRAGA. Banho de rio 4.

3

LUIZ BRAGA. Fé em Deus, da Série Night Visions – 2006. Jetprint over cotton paper. Artist’s collection

LUIZ BRAGA. Banho de mar, 2003. Available at: https://vejario.abril.com.br/atracao/horizonte-generoso-uma-experiencia-nopara/, em 24/01/2018.
4
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IMAGE 6 - LUIZ BRAGA. Árvore e pássaros, 2006 5.

Reality and Fiction in Luiz Braga’s Photography
For some time, art historians discussed analogy in art6, i.e., the resemblance between image and
reality. The semiotic conclusion was that the representation intent could be eliminated in artistic images
once there is no essential link between external representation and image, but it was attached to the history
and development of art in the western world. While the history of painting and semiotic discusses this
relation, new art forms (as photography and later cinema) arose to provide new kinds of representation that
based their reality ideal upon an obliteration of human intervention during creation, associating reality and
image as a mirror play.
Nowadays, we usually deal with starkly analogical images in our everyday life, which has changed
since the digital era, which derived from this view of representation as reality perfect and automatic mirror
(Aumont, 1993) and carried this ideal through photography and cinema aesthetics discussions, believing that
they could be part of reality itself.

5

LUIZ BRAGA. Árvore e pássaros. Jetprint over cotton paper. Artist’s collection.

The option by the word “analogic” follows the decision made by Jacques Aumont when he designed this process to the mimetic
relation as an analogy relation. This word carries a likeness strength meaning almost absolute [an almost absolute meaning of
strength???] and presupposes a diegetic belief effect.
6
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André Bazin (1991), in his essay Ontology of photographic image, explains how the need of illusion
(duplicating the world because of the magical mentality) and the need of expression were linked until the
Renaissance’s invention of perspective technique. Since then, art has experienced some kind of return to the
first one. When the photographic process was invented, the desire for illusions was completely suppressed
and set art (especially painting) free to propose new representational paradigms. Therefore, if we believe
that photography is part of reality or if we can rely our judgment on its truthfulness that is because we have
a shared need that photography fully accomplished.
In the 20th century, photography techniques also overcame the resemblance ideal and began to
produce their proper objects and realities. The best example of this is digital art manipulation, photographical
illusions, collages and abstractions. After this new advent, art critics looked up for essential aspects of
photography that reflected reality, without what they called interventions and manipulations that
approximate photography and other art forms. They named it Straight Photography (Strand, 1997) and it
was marked by a repetition of choices and techniques made by the Renaissance, offering theoretical and
practical referential for most photographers.
In opposition, Straight Photography proposed another kind of photography based on cuttings that
produce new realities which exist only in that image. It is necessary to observe that, even when the Straight
Photography movement saw its photographers creating new images that step off from reality, it believed
that another reality was created, since they could not set photography away from reality. This division
between proper or alternative reality resulted in a false impression that one could only think and
comprehend photography if one found out what reality it was related to. Another consequence was the
obliteration of human processes in photography production, such as framing, lighting or paper, film or even
equipment choices during, after or before the shot.
The Straight Photography made another division which was accepted by many scholars and
photographers who fit their production in documental images (closer to object in reality) and artistic images
(worried about expression regardless the reality). Against both possibilities, photographers like Luiz Braga
produce images that challenge these categories and make a simultaneous approach and departure in relation
to the object in reality. On one hand, Braga avoid using his photographs as a document of reality and
consequently question reality effect in images. On the other hand, he uses techniques that bring the object
to be showed in another way, playing with non-recognition and producing new meanings. Thus, when one
looks at the image, the element’s recognition occurs at the same point that techniques confuse, providing,
this way, a challenge to readers which used to image closer to reality.
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Braga’s experimentalism consists, technically, in two subversions. In the first one, explored during
the 70’s and 80’s, he has taken analogic film made to be used during the day and with sunlight to shot during
the evening in urban areas lighted with mercury bulb. As the film calibrated to sunlight, he has changed the
orange color from the bulb to a green light, producing green light in photos that are not there in reality. This
chemical process is accompanied by other choices, as blurred objects and the refusal of stereotypes offered
by propaganda about the Northeast and follows a visual language discussion about representation as saw
above. During the 00’s, Braga experimentalism has met the digital cameras and he has begun to shoot inside
the forest, near rivers and trees, with night vision equipment. As seen in war media coverages, night vision
equipment uses ultraviolet light filter that brings to vision patterns invisible with naked eye and uses
monochromatic green scale to represent it.
Regarding to the atmosphere where Braga’s experimentalism had constructed within the context
scenes from trivial and common spaces and people to guarantee enough familiarity with the subject and
visual objects in frame and, at the same time, he depicts the themes exploring the technique in unusual ways,
employing green color and blurred focus that cause strangeness. This experimentalism in content expands
to the refusal to stereotypes that fix identities and based in narratives built upon stable signs thought as of
European ethnocentrism. In opposition, Braga portrays local subjects, not by their ability of represent the
region, but to offer plastic possibilities to his poetry when they don’t match with the expected ideal and build
identities unfixed, based on heterogeneity and doubt.
Braga celebrates an abandon of the task to mirror the world (the main objective of documental and
traditional photography) and presents difficulties to the reader that, in turn, question what he or she sees,
appealing to another information excluded in image itself, as subtitle or contextual information about
photographer or exhibition that he can access. Thus, difficulties in reading these images explicit categories
mobilized by the reader when he faces processes that involves other traditions and patterns he has not
familiarized and permit us to see the reading in action.

Photographic reading and narratives
When we adopt a perspective believing photography represents reality, image reading becomes a
neutral action between reality itself and the reader. Against this view, any reading comparison between two
people can guarantee that there are others factors, as socio-historical contexts, highlighting infinites and
contradictory possibilities which means producing a single image.
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Many scholars and artists have tried to understand and fix this phenomenon from different
perspectives. The perspectives usually shifts from different readers model based on variations of focus on
reading or image production7. At one point, this kind of production approaches search for global models to
analyze images based on anthropological worldviews or psychological processes inputed by images. On the
other boundary, reader based on approaches that emerge relations between image and reader and reader
at contexts fixing production of meaning as mediation between subject and reality, subordinating them to
the symbolic field.
In this relation between reality and symbolic fields, accord to Gombrich (1959), reading images
conducts a function of reality discovery by recognition and recall activity. The first consists in a symbolic
function associated to capture the visible and others sensorial elements that have referred to some
knowledge about reality, as recognize codified information. Jacques Aumont (1993) calls it schematic
function, tied to patterns already exploited in art as Christian iconography or Egyptian art that employs few
variations of the same figure to represent pharaohs or goddess. The second function consists (of major
interest in our discussion), according to Gombrich, in a representative function linked to memory, intellect
and thoughts. The author says that recalling involves bringing from memory objects forms and special
clusters, comparing what we see with what we already seen making judgments, mental adaptations and
fixing patterns.
The reading process thus leads to the conclusion that reading something is not only to perceive
elementary properties in a visual system, as complete likeness, but also to mobilize codifying capacities from
invariances in memory. Gombrich (1965, p. 90–91) tells us the example of meeting someone on the street:
when a person come closer, their image size doubles or triples and we do not regard this as a transformation,
but we focus on shapes aspects that permits us to establish a pattern and recognize who is this person.
Therefore, we are capable to activate not only elementary characteristics as sensorial aspects, but
abstractions based on memories which help us to fill in voids and variations or on behalf of sign economy
principle.
Since no image is capable to represent everything in the world, Gombrich (1959) believes that the
reader has an extremely active role in a construction of what is brought to vision, in recognizing systems, in
recalling processes and the conjugation of all these to make a meaning. Therefore, the reader role, according
to Gombrich, is constituted of perceptive and psychological acts, i.e., experimental activities where one
verifies or denies hypothesis one creates at first sight.
This is not necessarily excluding or contradictory, but only different when these perspectives highlight different factors (such as
context, reader, object, medium) involved in reading activity.
7
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Following the author, readers also anticipate ideas and fill in gaps led by unrepresented in image
using two strategies: a creative and a projective strategy8. The first one is linked to the sign system where
the image is located and relies on reader capacity of filling in blanks with information that came from the
same sign system, as seeing multiple colors in a realistic but monochromatic image or imagine the arms in
Venus di Milo. The projective strategy uses the reader’s socio-historical repertoire and brings memory
information that creates an emotional relation with the image, as an image reading during a Rorschach test
or looking at the photography of a dead relative. The main idea proposed in the Gombrich’s discussion is that
readers seek regularities even when there is none and usually fill the image with knowledge, affection and
beliefs in a way they try to see some coherence in on the image through creating coherence in their reading.
Both strategies discussed by Gombrich are part of the elaboration process of narratives and fiction9.
The link between image reading and narrative creation is narrowed when we realize that representation of
time and space (narrative’s elementary aspects) are relatively determinant to the reading, i.e., of the
elements presented in image, usually the time and space are those who readers uses as the most reliable to
the reading (Aumont, 1993, p. 34). Thus, readers can decompose and analyze images as narratives even when
there is no explicit representation of time and space, when the event represented is not enough developed
to constitute a narrative reading or when a group of images do not constitute a sequence (as in the Passion
of the Christ, where the sequence and contrasts of images produce meanings).

Data analysis
Expecting to observe the production of meanings process during the reading, we selected 6 images
from Braga’s works that could represent his experimentalism and showed them to 20 participants in the last
semester of the Language Studies and 20 participants of Visual Arts courses, totalizing 40 students. We
selected these courses because they have, supposedly, reading activities in verbal and visual world, while
the choice of the last semester guarantees that they are enough familiarized with these traditions. To prevent
other variables which could influence the activity, we selected only participants with 18 to 25 years, born
and raised in southeast region also, the sample was balanced by gender. The group represents a parcel of
students which allows a deep analysis in reading, fitting this research in a qualitative perspective.
The reading activities follow an initial survey conducted orally during the first minutes of interview
and recorded in video individually. The survey consists in participants’ personal, professional and academic
The term “projective” here is used as the same meaning and follow the same dynamic that psychoanalysis employs
Aumont (1993, p. 244) defines narrative as a set of signs whose meanings constitutes some kind of development in time and
space.
8
9
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information that could help us to identify patterns and groups between students. Following that, the images
were shown without any contextual information about the photographer, local, period or support. After 3 or
5 minutes, the interview began with semi-structured questions about the images that have been fitting
accordingly to the answers. The initial questions were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What do you think about these images? Could you explain them?
Have you ever seen these images or something like that? What?
What have attracted your attention in them? Why?
Do you think there is a relation between them? Could explain?
Do you have difficulty to talk about them? Why?
What effects the person who produces these images tried to make?
Can you remember where and how did you have access to the information you associated to
them?
8. Do you think there is something missing in these pictures? What?
After recorded the answers, we organized and systematized the information using Atlas.ti, a
software designed to conduct qualitative analyses qualitative analysis, using elaborated tags indicating
common elements for answers. We grouped the tags to recuperate information easily, to visualize cooccurences and to cross information between tags groups and participants. Initially, we identified 4 main
actions during the reading (description, grouping, theme attribution and metalinguistic comments about the
reading). We designed a chart that simplified actions and groups elaboration:

Figure 1 - Actions, groups and codes fluxogram
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Participants mentioned elements like “sky” or “vegetation” that, besides not being an actual object
or character on the photos, were grouped with the others explicit scenario objects or elements at the image.
They were separated from others elements that indicates places or spaces like “Northeast region” or
“Southeast region” , because these last ones indicates non-explicit elements that later constitutes the
narratives that this study investigates. In addition, the “Theme attribution” group indicates the moments
when students attribute some theme for any group of photos (one, more than one or all) and could be
subject, feeling, relation or event mentioned.

Results
Participants described elements in different ways: by direct mention or indirect mention when they
attributed themes to a group of images with one common element. In 39 different elements directly
mentioned, objects and characters’ descriptions predominate totalizing 28 different elements (coded in
Atlas.ti in Objects and Characters group) mentioned 191 times. The most frequently mentioned were “trees”
(31), “feminine figure” (13), “nature” (12), “people presence” (9), “vegetation” (9), “boat” (8) and “water”
(8). At image group reading, participant mentioned “trees” (8), “horizon” (6) and “group of people” (5). In
space group, participants preferred to mention “coast/beach” (26), “Northeast region” (22), “sea” (20),
“river” (16), “Brazil” (12), “nature” (12) and “North region” (12).
When we focus on interpretations of the images, participants preferred the special descriptions
(164) and associated it to the reading difficulties (34 co-occurs with spatial elements and difficulties
mentioned together). Participant IA-4, for example, reports that space is a common theme in the images but
he could not say where they were made. These difficulties prove the success of Braga’s experimental method,
as discussed above, in that it imposes challenges and doubts to those used to see documental or stereotyped
Northern images, like anthropological portraits or panoramic photos that shows trees.
The fact that participants confirmed spatial elements were central to the reading also allow us to
say that Gombrich was right about the importance of space in readings. When the participants reported
difficulties, they focused on other spatial elements to describe the images and propose themes or take a
chance in guessing where the images were shot. The majority of the participants who report difficulties to
talk about the images and to understand them had created storylines connecting with their personal past
experiences and feelings to explain the elements seen from them on the images, including action, scenario
or even a characters, like their mothers.
Besides participants describe it by narratives, like a full event with interaction between characters
and even possible dialogs, the majority answered using narratologic elements, especially scenario, creating
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or projecting information in images. A perfect example that illustrates this method of reading was participant
IEL-3 that said that reports IMAGE-5 is a photography shot during the transfer of the Sâo Francisco River.
For him, the image shows interaction between workers, Northeast region elements and he also said that he
had already seen it, but not this particular image.
This creative process associated with the projective one also appears during mention of elements
like the horizon, which was explicit in most photos, but used to identify the scenario the image was shot as
a coast area. Actually, Braga shot it in a big riverside and the horizon was not enough to state that the area
was a coast. Thus, the coast was a narratological element used by participants to fill the gap led by Braga’s
experimentalism in form and content and participants recurs to something they already know: large amounts
of water and horizon presences indicates coasts areas. When asked about why the coast, participant IA-4
reported “oh, the coast, something like, the horizon, the sky and the sea. Is this really water?”. The same
happened in participant IA-3’s answer, who related it to the sea by the “water movements, maybe it is a
wave, but definitely the horizon touching it”. Participants IA-9 and IA-1 did the same association in another
way: they mentioned the horizon and told about the last time they were at the coast, but they did not used
the horizon to state that the place was a coast.
It is important to point out that selected participants were born and raised in the Southeast, where
the rivers are narrow and the only huge portions of water touching the horizon are the coast. In North, it is
different: the Amazon Rivers are so large that it is impossible to see the other side. Therefore, the spatial
elements and this association between large amounts of water and the horizon indicates how participants
produce narratives about what they did not know trough associations with what they really did know, as
Gombrich (1959) predicted.
The geographic choices confirm that participants associated the images with the Northeast region
(22), preferring a grouping strategy of reading (12). The main strategy used to do that was the projective
one, when participants used explicit elements and created links with their values through stereotypes. For
example, participant IEL-8 reported that IMAGE-3 confused him because he had no idea of what was
portrayed, but he bets the image was about maternity once there was a girl and his mother. When asked
why he thought they were related, he revealed that his mother used to hold his hand that way when he was
a child. Thus, his maternal memories triggered a maternal narrative through the two characters in image that
helped him to fill the void created by the blur and the common scene that Braga employed. Other example
was participant IA-6’s answer. For him, his guess about Northeast region was due to the fact of the city being
close to the beach in this region and it was similar to what he saw when he travelled to Alagoas in the
Northeast. In both cases, the memories were used to confirm that narrative elements he created were right
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in an initial reading hypothesis, as Gombrich said.
Participants also used pure projective strategy without emotional memories. In most cases, they
associated the space within the Northeast region and stated that was due to “poverty” (22), “drought” (13),
“precarious work” (3) that are values stereotypically associated with the Northeast region and sociohistorical problems it faced. In these cases, it was clear that spatial narratives elaborated by stereotypes
emerge due to the fact that they faced difficulties to read and due to the lack of contextual information that
could help them (as Braga’s discussion that follows exhibition in museum and exhibitions), they projected
their values and prejudices by creating narratives about the Northeast Region.
It was evident in participant IA-7’s answer, when he said “there is a strongly poverty issuein these
images” and when asked why he saw it, he said “the landscape, this tree’s aspect (dry that way) recalls
caatinga (a typical vegetation in a dry part of Northeast)”. Following that, he was asked about the poverty in
that and he stated: “it looks like a poor thing, poor area, you know? […] at least poorer, the question looks
like:” uh”; as I said, people work with fish, her clothes there, girl’s clothes here. Here everybody is swimming
because they are happy to see water”. Other participant, IEL-9, directly associated images to Northeast in
his first reading and when questioned why, he said that was because of the drought. He also stated that
images could have been shot in an “underdeveloped country, because people sound like they are having fun
in water … and… it does not look like rich people’s leisure”.
Noteworthy in this section is the fact that the trees were the most mentioned element in the
scenarios with vegetation and nature and they, together, had key elements to build interpretations and make
meanings in participant’s readings. Even if they recognized/identified greenery in photos, few participants
associated it with the North region, despite it being a strong symbol of the region in popular imagination.
One hypothesis is that these Northeast stereotypes listed by participants were stronger in their imaginary
than the Northern and the trees were not enough to recalls the region.
Final Considerations
Interview analysis showed evidences that participants found a huge difficulty in reading and
describing Braga’s photographs due to his experimental process. The participants were capable of perceive
that scenario was the key theme in photographs but they were not sure about the place where it was shot.
It was evident in dominant answers related to spatial features and reports about the difficulty to recognize
elements and themes related to the scenario.
In spite of this difficulty, participants made guesses and searched for elements that could prove their
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hypothesis. After selecting elements, they thought were central or could constitute a common theme, they
used these recognized elements in narratological process when they created random fictional scens or on
projetctive while they brought their feelings with the images that does not relate to them. These strategies
try to solve information gaps producedby Braga’s experimentalism and the absence of contextual
information about the images. As a result of several readings (based upon fictional elements, from
interpretations about isolated elements in scenario to values previously built), the water and horizon
recognition and memories, prejudices and stereotypes created from themselves in order to bring issues
faced around their region to the narrative such as coast, poverty and drought. This recalling took them, in
turn, to interpretations linked to Northeast Region’s, since these narrative elements were symbols of socialhistorical problems faced by Northeast for some time.
When participants were born and raised in the Southeast, they associated information gaps led by
experimentalism as strangeness linked to the second region they know the most and the narratives were
based in their prejudices and stereotypes they carry. Thus, along with larger and deeper research, this
process observed in unconventional image reading could help us to understand how people arrange and in
common situations and lead us to reflect about how they were based in fiction and caused by gaps of
information’s.
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